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Lee Bambino and Cueball Lynch welcome viewers to the first ever FCW: Freedom Fighters on TV-PR! 

The camera pans across the stage which, whilst still very modest and scaled back compared to larger 

promotions, is a noticeable step up from the school gym. With the main difference being the entrance being 

slightly elevated now and the announcers getting their own table at ringside rather than simply being 

added in post. 

Bambino: Here we are Cueball! Welcome everybody to FREEDOM Carribean Wrestling! Whether you’ve been 

coming to our shows for years or this is your first time seeing us we thank you for inviting us into your 

homes. This is a historic moment for Puerto Rico and, my word, I am thrilled to be here! 

Cueball: For once I agree with you Bambino. What an occasion. 

Bambino: And we kickstart this era with the man who defines FCW. The boss, the pride of this whole island, 

the one, the only… Puerto Rican Power!



In Ring

Puerto Rican Power welcomes the crowd to the show and echoes some of Bambino’s words that this is a big night for 

FCW and he’s proud to be invited into the homes of every house on the island. He jokes around with the cameras, and 

looks directly into the hardcam. 

PRP: And now we look forward, towards our next big event FCW: Choked Out! A while back I promised Kip Keenan 

that if he could rack up 10 wins in a row then he gets a Puerto Rican Title Shot. The lads gone and done it and I’m a 

man of my word. 

Before he could go any further he’s interrupted by a large group making their way onto the stage. 

Puerto Rican Power



In Ring

HS: What a surprise, it’s a big day for FCW and here you are, ignoring the man who got us here. ME. El Jefe

Frederique: Without House Handsome, there would be no fancy tv show. And this is what you do on the first episode?

HS: Screw Kip Keenan. History lesson for any first time viewers, you might hear that the bald brute in the ring right 

there is the boss around here, no no no. I am El Jefe and I’ve controlled FCW for YEARS! I would still be your Puerto 

Rican Champion if not for the injustice of defending my title against 5 other men!

PRP: I’ll admit, this man has been a big part of FCW since its inception, but the only injustices I remember were the 

many times you cheated your way through your reign. You know full well we don’t have a champions rematch clause. So 

if you want that title back, you’ll have to earn it. 

HS: I don’t have to prove myself to you, or anybody else. I am the longest reigning champion in FCW history-

PRP: Joint longest. 

Before the two could continue the crowd pops as familiar disco music pumps out. 

House Handsome



In Ring

Mutant: Let me just interrupt ALL of this. 

Mutant joins House Handsome on the ramp, completely willing to stand across from all 5 members of House 

Handsome and stare them down. 

Mutant: I’m sorry, it’s just how long are we all supposed to act like we care about House Handsome?!

Handsome and Frederique react badly to this but don’t take a step forward. 

Mutant: You got the blubbernaut, perhaps THE biggest waste of space in wrestling. Those two… R-r-really don’t know 

your names. And the two old men who are coming to terms with no longer being big fish in a small pond. 

HS: You sh-

Mutant: The champs talking and the champ has one last thing to say. FCW is growing, we can all feel the momentum 

and the truth is, no matter what you once were, you’re a little guppie now. I’m the shark. And it’s feeding time. So you 

want a rematch for this? You want to leave no doubt who deserves this belt then I have no problem. Tonight. 

House Handsome



In Ring

The crowd react positively but inside the ring PRP is unsure. 

PRP: If you insist. But I’m gonna add a little stipulation. It will be Mutant vs Handsome Stranger, tonight, for the 

Puerto Rican Title but if you lose Handsome, then your house… your group. It’s done. 

The other 4 members all look across to Handsome. 

Handsome: Don’t you worry boys, El Jefe will take back what is ours. 

Mutant nods in approval of the match up and holds the belt up high as House Handsome exit. 

 

House Handsome



In Ring

Make a mental note for future quiz questions, the first ever televised match in FCW is between the snake man, Cobra 

and Bull Wrecker. Perhaps unassuming on paper but in reality a perfect snapshot of what the audience at home can 

expect. When the live crowd part, squeals of fright are heard, and Cobra steps out into the shot it’s clear from that 

moment on not to expect your normal cookie cutter bland wrestler. Bull Wrecker too isn’t a pretty polished picture, 

what he is however is a physical specimen, a human embodiment of animalistic aggression. 

The match too, isn’t what you’d see on most channels. The two are both athletic, clearly. But the fight would fit in 

down at your local. It’s a messy brawl that ends up with trash cans, a 2x4 planks and a steel chair all in the ring. 

After 10 minutes of high intensity brawling. Cobra tries to outsmart Bull and almost dupes him into a roll up but 

Bull uses his strength to hoist the smaller man up into the air to hit the pancake maker onto the chair for the win. 

Cobra vs Bull Wrecker



Backstage

Backstage Haley stands, mic in hand, with ‘her Brody’ behind snarling. 

HB: Kippy i wish I could say I’m proud of you, reaching your 10 wins. My man would have too but 

we don’t rush what we do. But then again, you always were a little too quick to finish. 

See I’ve seen the light, I was a fool for chasing you to this Island, and yet I thank you as without 

you I wouldn’t have this man by my side, and he’s twice the man you are if you know what I mean. 

So good luck in your title match. But just know that I have my man’s 10th match lined up for next 

week and when he crushes his opponent like he always does. He’ll then be going after the title 

too. So perhaps I’ll be seeing you real soon… 



Latino King Turf

Rudy: Looks like you're all enjoying a nice little party. FCW in every home on the Island. Who’d have thought it… Well let me introduce 

ourselves for those new to this. We might have recently lost our belts but we’re the men whose backs this company is built off. We’re the 6 

time tag team champions, we’re the fighting hall of famers. 

Hector: Let em know who we really are.  Jesus: Give’em it straight. 

Rudy looks side to side at his two partners he’s gone to war with so many times, he nods.

Rudy: … sure. Truth be told the hall of fame rings, the cheers from the crowd, hell even the titles… aren’t what define us. Nah that’s too 

simple, too nice. Deep down, what’s at our core, we’re killers. 

Jesus: That’s right. 

Rudy: We’re the guys you don’t want to pass on the street, you sure as hell don’t want to look across a ring and see a latino king! There’s a 

lot of fake tough men around here but not the three men on the screen right now. You ask the men we’ve made bleed, you ask the men that 

aren’t around here anymore because of us.

Rudy: 12 years we’ve been the realest, the most dangerous men in Puerto Rico. It’s about time we made that clear. So I want to make this as 

clear as possible for every single person in FCW. Whatever it is you love, your title… your partner… your ability to walk… you’d better 

appreciate it whilst you can because the next time you see The Latino Kings we’ll be there to take the throne. 

The Latino Kings



People’s Championship

Bambino and Lynch find it easy to hype up this match to the home audience. Island Boy Apollo has held the belt for 6 months 

now, defending it 5 times against all comers but many would call this his biggest test. Bradford is a two time former 

People’s Champion and a win here would make him the first ever 3 time champ. It would also make him the first person ever 

to hold the belt having previously held the Puerto Rican Title. Many men have gone the other way and won the Puerto Rican 

Title after a run with this belt (Mainstream Hernandez, Giant Brody, Handsome Stranger, Kirk Jameson) and so it’s clear that 

it can be a great launchpad to the main event of FCW but to go back to this belt perhaps suggests a step down for Bradford. 

It’s probably fair to say it’s a sign of the hard times the knockout artist finds himself in having lost his 3 singles matches 

this year. It’s arguably questionable that he’s even been given a shot but those 3 loses have all been close contests against 

top talent (Mutant, Handsome Stranger and Billy Russell) and Bradford’s popularity always endures with the crowd so this 

clash is a great showcase for the first TV show in FCW history. 

Two tough brawlers, Bradford sticks to basics, always angling for his dream left hook. Island Boy has more flashiness to his 

game, so whilst his offence too is primarily fist and boot based he adds in spinning elbows, jumping knees and quick smooth 

slams. Apollo fails to lift Bradford up for the Island Driver numerous times though and Bradford’s patience pays off when he 

hits the Dream Left Hook! 

Island Boy Apollo vs Bradford Peverell



People’s Championship

But Apollo kicks out!

The fans in the crowd pop, aware that they are seeing a real moment here, nobody kicks out the dream left hook. Bradford 

bases his whole style around it for a reason, it puts people down, end of. 

He simply can’t believe it, he looks across to Ryan Holland who even looks confused himself but he reiterates the count was 

indeed a 2!

Apollo is groggy, holding his jaw, bradford watches on in frustration. He takes off his glove and cocks his fist, ready to take 

the title… 

But Apollo ducks! He uses Bradford’s momentum to lift him up. Island DRiver!

There’s no kicking out there. Apollo retains with a huge win. He looks worried as he’s given the title belt, still holding his 

jaw, clearly in pain. But tonight is his night and he remains the People’s Champion. 

Island Boy Apollo vs Bradford Peverell



Sit Down Interview

A pre taped interview was shown with Lee and Marco sat on chairs with a simple FCW backdrop. 

Bambino: Marco Gonzalez, welcome. I’m going to jump straight to it, two months ago you lost the biggest match of your 

fledgling career, but after the match there was an altercation between you and your uncle, where you actually stuck him. 

Last month you two engaged in a war of words where Carlos seemed to challenge you and you responded with ‘next month it 

is’. Does that mean at Choked Out we will see the two of you clash?

Marco: This is what Carlos wants. 

Bambino: Well we actually have a question in from our audience, Willsky has asked how do you think wrestling your uncle 

will be different to other members of the roster?

Marco: This is personal, everyone can see that. But I must keep my head, I know that. Truth is I’ve watched my uncle fight so 

many times I won’t have to study tape… or gameplan. I know his weaknesses. 

Bambino: The Blonde Bomber has asked how do you expect to overcome the experience gap?

Marco: Experience…? Bomberboy is being polite. My uncle is almost 40. But his experience will help him next month, he’s had 

12 years experiencing defeat here and so this will be nothing new to him. 

Marco Gonzalez



Sit Down Interview

Bambino: Marco with all due respect I have to push back here a little. Yes your uncle is 38, but wrestling isn’t always a 

young mans game. Might I point out that Handsome Stranger is in his 40s. 

Marco: But Carlos isn’t Handsome Stranger. 

Bambino: I sense some respect there, and that ties in actually to my last fan question, AboardTheArk has asked for your 

opinions on El Jefe, as people noticed what happened after your title fight. I assume he is referring to the handshake. 

Marco: You mean the handshake before the low blow? The handshake before he tried to take me out. 

Bambino: You must have accepted it for a reason. 

Marco: Lee you’ve ever had people close to you tell you that you can’t when you can? That you’re just not good enough. I’ll 

admit it, Handsome’s handshake tricked me. I thought it was real respect but I’m starting to learn not to expect any around 

here. Trust me, I’m going to take what I deserve and that begins with my uncle. 

Bambino: Marco, I wish you the best. Thank you for your time. 

Marco Gonzalez



Puerto Rican Championship

For the third time this year the main event of the night is Mutant taking on Handsome Stranger. However 

this time feels clearly distinct. The tide has shifted, the balance of power completely reversed. Mutant 

now controls the belt and it’s clear Handsome is reeling. The House has been struggling for some time 

and tonight it’s very existence was on the line, so Handsome was not his usual calm self. 

That said, Handsome is currently 2-0 against Mutant in singles competition, only losing the belt via 6 

man mayhem and so if defending his title wasn’t enough motivation for Mutant he was also striving to 

destroy any doubt of who the better fighter was. 

The opening is back and forth, but with handsome throwing caution to the wind more readily than usual 

as the match progresses Mutant is able to capitalise, a big Tina Turner (F5) sends the veteran crashing to 

the mat. 

But wait a moment, we should have expected this, House Handsome are making their way down the ramp. 

Mutant vs Handsome Stranger



Puerto Rican Championship

Mutant pops up from the Tina Turner and knows a pin is pointless. He welcomes Juggernaut Jones into 

the ring and clocks him with a huge lariat. Relentless both slide in and a running shoulder tackles 

knocks both back. He wastes no time in tossing them over the ropes. Juggs gets to his feet and hits a 

Tina Turner! An impressive feat of strength. Mutant looks down to Frederique who was considering 

sliding into the ring but he stops, hesitant.

He turns back around to see Handsome charging but he ducks! Tina Turner again! Mutant is on fire. He 

pulls Handsome into the center the ring and keeps his eyes on Frederique, learning his lesson from 6 

months prior, as he gets the pin. 

 In such definitive fashion Mutant has single handedly ended House Handsome and looks unstoppable as 

Ryan Holland hands him his title belt. 

Mutant vs Handsome Stranger



The FCW commentary team thank the viewer once again for buying the DVD of FCW: The FREEDOM Movement.

Bambino: What a night for Mutant. There can be no doubt, he is at the top of FCW and deservedly so!

Cueball: Look I’ll admit he has earned that belt in my eyes now. But I hate what this means, House Handsome 

forced to end. Struck down in their prime by a jealous Puerto Rican Power. 

Bambino: Prime is very questionable they have been on thin ice for a while now. The team that started the year 

with every single title now have nothing. What is next for the members though, that is my question. 

Cueball: I’m sure we’ll find out more in the coming weeks, join us next week where we’ll hear from the next 

challenger to the Puerto Rican Title. 

Bambino: And I will have a sit down interview with Carlos Gonzalez.

Cueball: Why on earth you got that gig I’ll never know… 

Tune in next week for more of FCW: Freedom Fighters!


